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Knowledge	Source	 Type	of	Knowledge	Linguistic	Knowledge	 Grammatical	Knowledge	Morphological	Knowledge		External	Knowledge	 World	Knowledge	L1	Knowledge	Discourse	Knowledge		In	Table	3	below,	I	present	Nassaji’s	(2003)	definition	of	the	5	linguistic	and	external	knowledge	sources	classified	in	Table	2.		Table	3	-	Definitions	of	Linguistic	and	External	Knowledge	Sources	Used	to	Make	Lexical	Inferences,	
adapted	from	Nassaji	(2003:	656)		
































Strategies	 Definitions	Repeating	 Repeating	refers	to	repetition	of	any	portion	of	the	text,	including	the	word,	phrase	or	the	sentence	in	which	the	word	had	occurred.		Verifying	 Verifying	refers	to	the	learner’s	attempts	to	examine	the	appropriateness	of	the	inferred	meaning	by	checking	it	against	the	wider	context.		Self-Inquiry	 Self-inquiry	involves	asking	oneself	questions	about	the	text,	words	or	meaning	already	inferred.		Analysing	 Analysing	is	when	the	learner	attempts	to	figure	out	the	meaning	of	a	word	by	analysing	it	into	its	subordinate	components.		Monitoring	 Monitoring	is	when	the	learner	shows	conscious	awareness	of	a	problem	or	the	ease	and	difficulty	involved	in	completing	a	task.		Analogy	 Analogy	refers	to	attempts	to	figure	out	the	meaning	of	a	word	based	on	its	sound	or	form	similarity	with	other	words.			In	Nassaji’s	(2003)	study,	the	6	strategies	in	Table	4	were	not	sub-categorised	into	more	detailed	categories	because	the	study	was	carried	out	to	investigate	L2	vocabulary	learning	from	context.	In	his	later	study	(Nassaji,	2006),	which	focused	on	lexical	inferencing	strategies,	Nassaji	sub-coded	three	types	of	mental	strategies	into	individual	strategies	showing	how	they	relate	to	his	learners’	comprehension	outcomes.	His	sub-classification	system	is	shown	in	Table	5	below.		
Table	5	–Sub-classification	of	Mental	Strategies,	adapted	from	Nassaji	(2006:	392)		










































4.1.5	 Learning	through	Stories		Cameron	(2001)	advocates	the	use	of	stories	for	children	because	they	offer	many	opportunities	for	vocabulary	learning.	She	has	many	important	insights	to	offer	on	this	perspective.	She	argues	that	the	rich	language	found	in	stories	facilitate	language	learning.	She	states,			 “Because	stories	are	designed	to	entertain,	writers	and	teller	choose	and		 use	words	with	particular	care	to	keep	the	audience	interested.	Stories		 may	thus	include	unusual	words,	or	words	that	have	strong	phonological		 content,	with	interesting	rhythms	or	sounds	that	are	onomatopoeic.	The		 context	created	by	the	story,	its	predictable	pattern	of	events	and		 language,	and	pictures,	all	act	to	support	listeners’	(and	readers’)		 understanding	of	unfamiliar	words.	Children	will	pick	up	words	that	they		 enjoy	and,	in	this	way,	stories	offer	space	for	growth	in	vocabulary”			 (p.	163).		In	fact,	stories	are	so	essential	to	language	learning	that	Cameron	is	concerned	young	learners	may	not	be	given	sufficient	exposure	through	reading	these	days.	She	states	that	children	are				 “getting	more	and	more	global	in	their	interest	through	the	internet,		 television	and	video,	and	computer	games.	Their	worlds	are	much	bigger,	
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Mental	Strategy	 Definition	 Transcript	Examples	Guessing	 The	learner	offers	a	plausible	solution	to	a	problem	or	answer	to	a	question	that	is	based	solely	on	personal	opinion	or	instinct	
“I	think	Karen	belongs	to…	erm…	this	suitcase	or	this	suitcase…	I	don’t	really	know”		“Ah	now	maybe	I	should	say	this	one	took	this	suitcase”		Referring	 The	learner	uses	a	specific	part	of	the	material	to	arrive	at	a	solution	or	answer	during	task	completion	 “Because	it	looks	like	she’s	doing	sports	or	something...”		“Maybe…	but	definitely	not	with	THIS	[voice	emphasis]	swimsuit	[points]”		Analysing	 The	learner	works	out	the	solution	or	answer	by	breaking	down	parts	of	the	material	into	smaller	components	




Mental	Strategy	 Knowledge	Source	 Skills	 Examples	Identifying	 Discourse	Knowledge			Word	Knowledge	
Scanning				Skimming	
“5	times	5”	[rapid	eye	movement,	pointing]		“saying,	shouting,	softly,	shouting”	[points	to	specific	words	on	the	page]		Inferring	meaning	of	unknown	words	in	the	story	 Knowledge	of	word	categories	 Word	Form	Decoding	 “look	to	see	if	it’s	a	thing”	[decoding	a	noun]		“…	a	thing	you	can	touch…”	[decoding	a	noun]		“…	looks	like	it’s	moving…”	[decoding	a	verb]	
	 153	
	Guessing	contextual	meaning	 General	Knowledge	 Contextual	Inferencing	 “Bertie	is	meant	to	calculate	but	he	can’t	his	ears	are	wiggling	and	the	teacher	doesn’t	like	it”		Analysis	 General	Knowledge	 Contextual	Inferencing	 “Mrs.	Lines	is	a	nice	person…	not	afraid	of	her…”		“No	the	teacher	and	Sadie	would	be	the	friend	or	a	child	in	the	same	class”		Auditory	Elaboration	 Knowledge	of	voice	effect	on	underlying	meaning	of	a	word	or	sentence	
























































































































































































































































































































































Linguistic	Knowledge	 L2	Syntactic	&	Lexical	Knowledge		 102		 L1	Syntactic	&	Lexical	Knowledge	 12	
External	Knowledge	 Discourse	Knowledge		 87		 Genre	&	World	Knowledge	 41	




















































Inferencing	 45	 14	 3	 1.68	
Identifying	 105	 21	 28	 1.50	
Evaluating	 146	 82	 28	 1.46	











attempts	 Number	of	partially	successful	attempts	 Number	of	unsuccessful	attempts	 Mean	of	success	
Identifying	 72	 12	 13	 1.61	
Evaluating	 96	 44	 13	 1.54	
Inferencing	 17	 3	 0	 1.85	




attempts	 Number	of	partially	successful	attempts	 Number	of	unsuccessful	attempts	 Mean	of	success	
Inferencing	 28	 11	 3	 1.60	
Judging	 7	 7	 13	 0.78	
Evaluating	 50	 38	 15	 1.34	











































































































































































































































































































































































 University	of	Leeds	School	of	Education	Leeds,	LS2,	9JT	United	Kingdom			Participant	Letter	and	Consent	Form	Research	&	Data	Collection	PhD	Studies	in	Applied	Linguistics	February	2013				Name	of	Researcher:	Annette	Elisabeth	Schweitzer		Title	of	Research:	Investigating	the	Mental	Strategies	of	Young	Learners	for	Reading	Intervention	–		A	Qualitative	Study	Using	Verbal	Protocols			Dear	____________________________________,		I	am	the	main	researcher	of	the	abovementioned	study	leading	towards	my	PhD	in	Applied	Linguistics	at	the	University	of	Leeds	in	England.	My	study	examines	the	mental	reading-intervention	strategies	that	young	children	use	to	decode	word,	sentence,	text	and	context-level	meanings	of	written	texts.	I	am	currently	conducting	the	main	study	for	my	research,	which	requires	oral	and	written	data	from	8	to	10-year-old	children.		This	study	has	nothing	to	do	with	the	activities	of	the	German	School	Shanghai,	and	the	purpose	of	this			letter	is	to	obtain	your	consent	for	_________________________________	to	participate	in	it.		__________________________			participation	will	have	no	affect	on	__________	work,	performance	or	results	at	school.	I	would	also	like	to	confirm	that	the	principal	has	given	me	consent	to	pursue	my	study	and	conduct	my	research	and	data-collection	at	school.	I	will	adhere	to	the	standard	ethical	codes	for	research	and	data-collection,	and	ensure	the	maximum	security,	confidentiality	and	privacy	of	all	my	research	participants	and	the	data	they	provide.					For	data	to	be	collected,	my	participants	will	be	asked	to	do	the	following:		1. Attend	one	interview	with	me	in	the	Primary	English	Room	C1.20	during	lunch	break.	Each	interview		 will	last	between	15	and	20	minutes.	2. Read	a	short	text	aloud	and	respond	to	a	few	questions	about	it.	3. Talk	about	their	individual	reading	habits,	practices	and	experiences.		4. Complete	a	short	written	feedback	exercise	after	the	interview.	This	exercise	will	take	between	10	and		 20	minutes,	and	can	be	done	any	time	and	anywhere	after	the	interview.		I	will	observe	the	following	guidelines	to	guarantee	the	security	and	privacy	of	my	participants	at	all	times:		1. In	the	personal	interest	of	my	participants,	they	will	not	be	taken	out	of	their	regular	lessons	at	school.	
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2. I	will	ensure	that	they	have	a	proper	lunch	before	or	after	the	oral	interview.	3. I	will	conduct	the	interviews	on	a	one-to-one	basis	in	the	primary	English	classroom	at	school.	4. If	you	allow	your	child	to	participate	in	this	study,	he	or	she	can	withdraw	from	it	any	time	and	at	any		 stage,	without	question.	He	or	she	can	also	stop	the	interview	anytime	after	it	has	started,	without		 question.	5. My	participants’	names	will	not	be	disclosed	during	the	research	and	will	not	appear	in	any	written		 reports	or	publications.	6. All	oral	and	written	data	obtained	from	my	participants	will	remain	strictly		confidential	and	be	treated		 purely	as	research	data.	Their	participation	and	contribution	will	not	be	associated	with	or	have	any		 influence	on	their	regular	school	activities.	7. The	oral	segment	of	the	interview	will	be	tape-recorded.	If	you	wish,	you	may	be	given	a	copy	of	your		 child’s	audio	interview	recording	together	with	all	the	written	transcripts	and	protocols	of	the		 interview.		If	you	give	your	consent	for	your	child	to	participate	in	my	study,	please	fill	out	the	consent	form	below,	sign	and	date	it,	and	return	it	to	me.	Should	you	require	further	clarification	at	this	point	or	anytime	during	the	research,	please	do	not	hesitate	to	phone	me	on	+86-13621730442	or	e-mail	me	at	annette.schweitzer@hotmail.com.		Thank	you.		Yours	truly,			Annette	Schweitzer			 Statement	of	Consent		I	have	read	the	brief	description	and	guidelines	of	the	study	and	I	understand	the	procedures	of	the	interview,	which	my	child	will	attend.	I	know	that	the	researcher	will	ensure	the	security	and	privacy	of	my	child	at	all	times.	I	agree	to	allow	my	child	to	participate	in	the	above	study.			Name	of	participant:	_______________________________	Class:	_____________			Name	of	parent	taking	consent:	_________________________________________			Phone	number:	_______________	E-mail	address:	_________________________			Signature:	________________________________	Date:	___________________			Name	of	researcher:	__________________________________________			Signature:	________________________________	Date:	___________________	
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Appendix	2a:	Pilot	Study	Visual	Materials	and	Text		
The	picture	only	page	below	was	taken	from	an	English	Language	Textbook	and	used	to	familiarise	
the	learners	to	the	thinking	aloud	process	in	the	pilot	study.	
	
The	text	is	an	extract	from	“Bertie	Wiggins’s	Amazing	Ears”.	It	was	used	as	a	reading	text	in	both	
the	pilot	study	and	main	study.	In	the	main	study,	it	was	used	for	the	LPL	learners	only.	
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Appendix	2b:	Main	Study	Reading	Texts		
The	first	text	is	an	extract	from	“The	Personality	Potion”.	It	was	used	as	a	reading	text	in	both	the	
pilot	study	and	main	study.	In	the	main	study,	it	was	used	for	several	LPL	and	PL	learners.	
	
The	second	text	is	an	extract	from	“One	Girl	School”.	It	was	used	as	a	reading	text	in	both	the	pilot	
study	and	main	study.	In	the	main	study,	it	was	used	for	the	PL	learners	only.				 	
	
